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Abstract. The logic of Owicki and Gries is a well known logic for verifying safety properties of concurrent
programs. Using this logic, Feijen and van Gasteren describe a method for deriving concurrent programs
based on safety. In this work, we explore derivation techniques of concurrent programs using progress-based
reasoning. We use a framework that combines the safety logic of Owicki and Gries, and the progress logic of
UNITY. Our contributions improve the applicability of our earlier techniques by reducing the calculational
overhead in the formal proofs and derivations. To demonstrate the eectiveness of our techniques, a derivation
of Dekker's mutual exclusion algorithm is presented. This derivation leads to the discovery of some new and
simpler variations of this famous algorithm.
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1. Introduction
An elegant technique for revealing the crux of an algorithm is to formally derive it from its specication.
In this way the key underlying mechanisms of the algorithm are exposed, since each change in the program
under construction is carefully motivated using properties that still need to be established.
Feijen and van Gasteren [FvG99] have developed a calculational method for deriving concurrent programs,
which is based on the axiomatic theory of Owicki and Gries [OG76]. However, as the theory lacks a mechanism
for reasoning about progress, the treatment of progress in [FvG99] is ad-hoc and operational in nature. Dongol
and Goldson [DG06] have integrated the progress logic of UNITY [CM88] with the theory of [OG76]. The
resulting programming logic forms the basis of our derivation techniques in [DM06], where both safety and
progress are considered equally.
Although the results in [DM06] are promising, applying them in a derivation is still somewhat laborious.
In the current work we aim to further reduce the calculational overhead involved. To this end, we develop
some theorems and lemmas that capture common and intuitive patterns. Thus, the focus in the derivations
is shifted away from proof techniques towards program development, while formal correctness is maintained.
1 This author is supported by the NWO under project 016.023.015: \Improving the Quality of Protocol Standards".
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The techniques in [DM06] contain some limitations regarding the guards that are used for synchronization.
In this work we explore techniques to reduce these limitations. In particular, we consider guards that are not
guaranteed to be stable, i.e., guards that may be falsied by statements in other components. Furthermore
we identify some opportunities for guard strengthening, which is an important technique in [FvG99].
As an example, we present a derivation of Dekker's mutual exclusion algorithm [Dij68], which is his-
torically the rst mutual exclusion algorithm for two concurrent components. The majority of its code is
concerned with progress, which makes it an attractive experiment for our program derivation techniques.
Although simpler mutual exclusion algorithms such as Peterson's algorithm do exist, it remains a challenge
[Fra86, FvG99] to reason eectively about the progress properties of Dekker's algorithm.
Our derivation of Dekker's algorithm leads to the discovery of two simpler variations, which we call
the core variations. Using program transformations we are able to turn them into four more complicated
variations, which include two known variants of Dekker's algorithm. As far as we know, the other four
variations have not been discovered before. This is a clear armation of the importance and usefulness of
progress-based program derivation.
Overview. In Section 2, we present the programming model, the logic used, and a review of the derivation
techniques. Section 3 contains the techniques we have developed, and a derivation of the safe sluice algorithm
is presented in Section 4. A rst attempt at the derivation of Dekker's algorithm is described in Section 4.3,
and Section 5 contains a full derivation of the two core variants of Dekker's algorithm. In Section 6 we
describe four more variations of Dekker's algorithm, and we conclude the work in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we summarize the material from [DG06, DM06] as used in the rest of this work.
2.1. Programming model
A concurrent program consists of a number of sequential programs, which are called its components. Each
component is a sequential statement, described using Dijkstra's Guarded Command Language [Dij76]:
skip j x := E j S1; S2 j if B1 ! S1 8 B2 ! S2  j do B ! S od
Here, S, S1 and S2 are statements, and B, B1, and B2 are guards (i.e., boolean expressions). In addition,
[ S ] is an abbreviation of do true ! S od.
The components are to be executed in parallel, viz., by interleaving their atomic statements. Any point
in a component at which interleaving can occur is called a control point. Each control point of a component
is assigned a label that is unique within the component. For each component X , an auxiliary variable pcX
models its program counter. We use Xi to refer to the control point with label i in component X , or to the
atomic statement at this control point; the particular meaning will be clear from the context. We use i:S j:
to denote a statement S at the control point with label i, whose nal control point has label j.
Control points are annotated with assertions, i.e., predicates on the state of the system. At each control
point Xi the assertion pcX = i is implicit. In addition, there is a special predicate Pre that describes the
initial state of the program, including implicitly that the program counters of the components have their
initial value. An assertion P at control point Xi is equivalent to a condition [ pcX = i ) P ] on the whole
program. Here, notation [ P ] denotes predicate P surrounded by a universal quantier binding all program
variables.
The skip is the identity of sequential composition, thus does not modify the program state2. Assignment
statement x := E is an atomic statement that assigns well-dened expression E to variable x. The sequential
composition i:S1; j:S2 k: consists of the two statements i:S1 j: and j:S2 k:. For the if and do statements,
the guard evaluation is a separate guard evaluation statement that evaluates all guards atomically. Thus
the conditional i: if B1 ! j1:S1 8 B2 ! j2:S2  k: consists of guard evaluation i: (B1 ! j1: 8 B2 ! j2: )
and statements j1:S1 k: and j2:S2 k:. Finally, the loop i:do B ! j:S od k: consists of guard evaluation
i: (B ! j: 8 :B ! k: ) and statement j:S i:.
2 This is contrary to [DG06] where skip modies the control state of a component.
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Semantics for the atomic statements are provided using both the weakest liberal precondition (wlp)
and the weakest precondition (wp) predicate transformers as both partial and total correctness need to be
addressed. In addition to the wlp, the wp guarantees termination provided the statement is enabled [Nel89].
Unlike [Dij76], blocking semantics is used in the context of concurrency. This means that an if statement
blocks (i.e., it is not enabled for execution) whenever both guards B1 and B2 evaluate to false, thus making
it an important construct for synchronization. We use (x := E):P to denote substitution where each free
occurrence of variable x in predicate P is replaced by expression E.
Denition 1 (Weakest liberal precondition). The weakest liberal precondition (wlp) of a labelled atomic
statement S and a predicate P in component X is dened as:
[ wlp:(x := E j: ):P  (x; pcX := E; j):P ]
[ wlp:(B1 ! j1: 8 B2 ! j2: ):P  (B1 ) (pcX := j1):P ) ^ (B2 ) (pcX := j2):P ) ]
Notice that each (enabled) atomic statement S in our restricted language is guaranteed to terminate. As a
consequence we have wp:S = wlp:S. Following [Nel89], expression :wp:Xi:false denotes that atomic statement
Xi is enabled provided pcX = i holds. As we frequently need to dene an atomic statements S that is enabled
and terminates in a state satisfying P , we dene a predicate transformer called weakest enabling precondition
(wep) as
[ wep:S:P  :wp:S:false ^ wp:S:P ]
For the atomic statements that we consider, the wep is dened as follows:
[ wep:(x := E j: ):P  (x; pcX := E; j):P ]
[ wep:(B1 ! j1: 8 B2 ! j2: ):P  (B1 ) (pcX := j1):P ) ^ (B2 ) (pcX := j2):P ) ^ (B1 _B2) ]
Notice the similarity between the wep, and the wp with aborting semantics from [Dij76]. Using property
[ wp:S:P  wlp:S:P ^ wp:S:true ] from [Dij76, Nel89], we obtain the following two properties that we will
use later on:
[ wep:S:P  wlp:S:P ^ wep:S:true ]
[ wep:S:false  false ]
2.2. A logic of safety and progress
Safety properties are expressed by assertions. To prove their correctness, we use the Owicki/Gries theory
[OG76] using the nomenclature of [FvG99].
Denition 2 (Correct assertion). An assertion P in a component is correct if it is both
 locally correct, i.e., it is established in the component:
{ if P is an initial assertion in the component: [ Pre ) P ] holds;
{ if P is textually preceded by an atomic statement fQg S, where Q is a correct pre-assertion of S,
then [ Q ) wlp:S:P ] holds.
 globally correct, i.e., it is maintained by all other components:
{ for each atomic statement fQg S in any other component, where Q is a correct pre-assertion of S,
then [ P ^Q ) wlp:S:P ] holds.
To prove progress properties of a program, we use the progress logic from [CM88] as described in [DG06].
It is based on the un relation, which captures the temporal notion of `unless'. Expression P un Q denotes
that P continues to hold until Q becomes true, but it does not guarantee that Q will become true.
Denition 3 (Unless). For predicates P and Q, condition P un Q holds in an annotated program if
[ P ^ :Q ^ U ) wlp:S:(P _Q) ] holds for all atomic statements fUg S where U is a correct pre-assertion
of S.
Progress conditions are typically expressed using the leads-to relation  , which is related to temporal
logic using (P  Q)  (P ) Q). Expression P  Q for a program denotes that whenever an execution
of the program reaches a state that satises P , each continuation of the execution will eventually reach a
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state that satises Q. Its usual denition assumes a weakly fair scheduling regime so that in the interleaving,
no component is neglected forever if one of its statements is continuously enabled.
Denition 4 (Leads-to). For any predicates P and Q, condition P  Q holds of an annotated program
if P  Q can be derived by a nite number of applications of the following rules:
 Immediate progress rule: P  Q holds in an annotated program whenever P un Q holds in the program
and there exists an atomic statement Xi such that [ P ^ :Q ) pcX = i ^ wep:Xi:Q ] holds.
 Transitivity rule: P  Q holds if there exists a predicate R such that P  R and R Q.
 Disjunction rule: P  Q holds if there exist predicates R:i such that [ P  (9i: :R:i) ] and (8i: :R:i Q).
The rule of immediate progress, which is the base rule of progress, consists of two parts. The rst part is
P un Q which requires that each statement in the annotated program either preserves P or establishes Q.
To ensure that Q eventually holds, the second part requires that there exists an atomic statement, say Xi,
such that P ^ :Q implies that control is at Xi, that Xi is enabled, and that Xi is guaranteed to terminate
in a state satisfying Q.
A number of useful properties about  can be found in [CM88, DG06, DM06]. In particular we will use:
Lemma 1 (Properties of  ). For any predicates P , Q and R, the following hold:
Implication [CM88, DG06] (P  Q) ( [ P ) Q ]
Induction [CM88, DG06] (P  Q) ( (8m: : P ^ M = m  (P ^ M  m) _ Q),
provided m is a fresh variable and  is a well-founded order on
the type of M , which is an expression over program variables.
Anti-monotonicity [DM06] [ P ) Q ] ^ (Q R) ) (P  R)
Monotonicity [DM06] (P  Q) ^ [ Q ) R ] ) (P  R)
Contradiction [DM06] (P ^ :Q  Q)  (P  Q)
Induction is typically applied with respect to a well-founded order on the program counter values of the
components, corresponding to the reverse execution order of their statements. We use notation b, to denote
that label b is the base of the ordering , so that i b j denotes that (the control point with) label i is
\closer to b" than label j.
2.3. Safety-based derivations
In this section we summarize the programming method of [FvG99]. Program development starts by expressing
a program's specication in terms of a preliminary program and some queried assertions. A queried assertion
is an assertion that has not yet been proved correct, and it is marked with a `?' before it. The derivation
process consists of turning each of these into a correct assertion. When all assertions (which include those
from the specication) are correct, the developed program is correct with respect to the specication. There
are three main ways to make an assertion correct:
 strengthen the program's annotation;
 introduce new statements; and
 modify an existing statement.
Introducing a new statement, or modifying an existing one may aect variables that occur within existing
assertions, thus these existing assertions can turn into queried ones again. Fortunately, this does not happen
upon strengthening the annotation, which means we are freely able to add conjuncts to existing assertions.
This occurs often enough that we allow multiple assertion (co-assertions) to be placed at a single control
point which denotes their conjunction. Hence, annotations fPgfQg and fP^Qg are equivalent. An important
result in [FvG99] is that correctness of each co-assertion may be proved independently. Introducing a new
assertion maintains correctness of previous assertions, and typically the weakest possible strengthening that
serves the goal is calculated.
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2.4. Progress-based derivation
A special instance of the un relation is P un false, for any predicate P . It corresponds to the notion that P
is stable, i.e., it is maintained by each atomic statement. Note that a stable predicate does not need to be
true initially.
Denition 5 (Stable). A predicate P is stable under component X , if for each atomic statement Xi with
pre-assertion U , [ P ^ U ) wlp:Xi:P ] holds. A predicate P is stable in a program, if it is stable under all
components.
The notion of progress we are interested in is individual progress, which excludes total deadlock and starva-
tion. It can be interpreted as that for every component it is impossible to stay in any control point forever.
Denition 6 (Individual progress). A program satises individual progress if for each statement Xi in
the program, condition true  pcX 6= i holds.
The following theorem from [DM06] enables us to maintain progress proofs under modications of the
annotated program, by ensuring that the instances of immediate progress remain valid.
Theorem 1 (Immediate Progress Preservation). Let P and Q be predicates. Suppose P  Q holds
in a given program, and that P  Q follows from a set K, of instances of immediate progress. Then P  Q
holds in any program that satises each instance of immediate progress in K.
The following lemmas are the basis of the derivations in [DM06]. The rst one focuses on stable guards.
Lemma 2 (Stable Termination). For any atomic statement Xi and predicate T , condition true  pcX 6=
i follows from condition true  pcX 6= i _ T , provided that [ T ) wep:Xi:(pcX 6= i) ], and T is stable in
all components other than X .
To prove individual progress for a component X , in [DM06] we argued that we do not need to consider
statements Xi for which [ wep:Xi:true ] holds. Furthermore, when wep:Xi:true is stable under the other
components, we are able to use Lemma 2 (stable termination). The remaining proofs use Lemma 1 (induction)
using a well-founded ordering on the program counters of the other components. The next lemma allows one
to disregard trivial proof steps and is one of the main tools used to reduce the calculational overhead.
Lemma 3 (Ordering). For any predicate T and statement Yj such that the condition [ pcY = j )
wep:Yj :(pcY  j _ T ) ] holds, condition pcY = j  pcY  j _ T is guaranteed.
3. Derivation techniques for non-stable guards
In this section, we present some new progress-based derivation techniques in the form of theorems and
lemmas, which reect frequently occurring patterns. This helps to reduce the amount of calculation required,
which makes it easier to focus on the derivation at hand.
3.1. Single-step progress
Progress proofs usually contain an application of Denition 4 (immediate progress rule). This rule requires
one to choose a specic statement of one of the components, which is a design decision. The following theorem
explores the possibility to delay this decision.
Theorem 2 (Single-step progress). For any two predicates P and Q, the progress condition P  Q
follows from the condition
[ P ) (9X;i: pcX = i: wep:Xi:true) ^ (8X;i: pcX = i: wlp:Xi:Q) ]
where both quantications range over control points Xi that contain a statement, i.e., control points that
do not denote termination of the component.
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Proof. The proof below uses the following property which holds by immediate progress of statements Xi:
(8X;i: : pcX = i ^ wep:Xi:Q ^ (8Y;j : pcY = j: wlp:Yj :Q)  Q )
By disjunction, this implies:
(9X;i: : pcX = i ^ wep:Xi:Q ^ (8Y;j : pcY = j: wlp:Yj :Q))  Q
Then we can develop the following proof:
P  Q
( fproperty aboveg
P  (9X;i: pcX = i: wep:Xi:Q ^ (8Y;j: pcY = j: wlp:Yj :Q))
 fdistribution of ^ over 9 ; X and i are not free in second conjunctgfrenamingg
P  (9X;i: pcX = i: wep:Xi:Q) ^ (8X;i: pcX = i: wlp:Xi:Q)
( fimplicationgfuse [ wep:S:P  wlp:S:P ^ wep:S:true ]g
P ) (9X;i: pcX = i: wep:Xi:true) ^ (8X;i: pcX = i: wlp:Xi:Q)
By the second conjunct, P implies that executing any statement establishes Q, while the rst conjunct
guarantees that at least one of these statements is both enabled and terminating.
In systems consisting of only two components, many proof obligations take the following shape:
pcX = i ^ pcY = j  Q:
Using the single-step progress theorem it can be proved as follows.
Corollary 1 (Binary single-step progress). For systems with only two components, say X and Y , any
condition Q and any two statements Xi and Yj , the progress condition pcX = i ^ pcY = j  Q follows
from the condition
[ pcX = i ^ pcY = j ) (wep:Xi:true _ wep:Yj :true) ^ wlp:Xi:Q ^ wlp:Yj :Q ]:
Notice that even in the case that control point Yj does not contain a statement, this rule can be applied
by substituting wlp:Yj :P for true and wep:Yj :P for false.
3.2. Techniques for individual progress
Given a program with only two components, say X and Y , the following frequently occurring proof obligation
arises after applying induction on pcY with some order  to the individual progress condition of possibly
blocking statement Xi:
(8j: : pcY = j  pcX 6= i _ pcY  j) (1)
This proof obligation is usually proved for each label j in isolation. Given Lemma 3 (ordering), we only
need to consider the cases that Yj is a blocking statement, or Yj is not guaranteed to decrease the program
counter (typically at the base of the ordering). In what follows, we discuss two techniques for such proofs.
3.2.1. Deadlock prevention.
For the cases where the statement at Yj is a blocking statement, it is frequently the case that wlp:Yj :(pcY  j)
holds. This makes the following lemma applicable, which states that the proof of (1) only requires us to show
absence of (total) deadlock when pcX = i ^ pcY = j holds.
Lemma 4 (Deadlock preventing progress). For systems with only two components, say X and Y , given
any two blocking statements Xi and Yj such that
[ pcX = i ^ pcY = j ) wlp:Yj :(pcY  j) ]
then the progress condition pcY = j  pcX 6= i _ pcY  j follows from the condition
[ pcX = i ^ pcY = j ) wep:Xi:true _ wep:Yj :true ]
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Proof.
pcY = j  pcX 6= i _ pcY  j
 fcontradictiong
pcX = i ^ pcY = j  pcX 6= i _ pcY  j
( fbinary single-step progressgfuse [ wlp:Xi:(pcX 6= i) ] as Xi is blockingg
fuse assumption [ pcX = i ^ pcY = j ) wlp:Yj :(pcY  j) ]g
pcX = i ^ pcY = j ) wep:Xi:true _ wep:Yj :true
This lemma is closely related to the technique in [Fei05] (see also [DM06]) for avoiding total deadlock. A
contribution of this lemma is to formally illustrate the appropriateness of this technique for the kind of proof
obligations for individual progress that we are faced with. Moreover, it turns out that this pattern matches
the calculations at the blocking statements for the derivations in [DM06] and in Section 5.
3.2.2. Base statements for non-stable guards.
The ordering  usually corresponds to the reverse execution order of component Y . However, when Y is a
non-terminating loop, it is not obvious which statements are appropriate as a base of . In [DM06], we use
the heuristic that a suitable base for the ordering is a statement that precedes a blocking statement. In this
section, we explore this further in the context of non-stable guards.
To prove (1), Lemma 3 (ordering) provides no clues as pcX 6= i can only be established by component X .
Furthermore, supposing that Yk is the chosen base, its execution cannot establish pcY  k. Thus, we have
the following calculation:
pcY = k  pcX 6= i _ pcY  k
 fk is the base of g
pcY = k  pcX 6= i
( fbinary single-step progressgfuse [ wlp:Xi:(pcX 6= i) ] as Xi is blockingg
pcX = i ^ pcY = k ) (wep:Xi:true _ wep:Yk:true) ^ wlp:Yk:(pcX 6= i)
( fmonotonicity of wlp:Ykg
pcX = i ^ pcY = k ) (wep:Xi:true _ wep:Yk:true) ^ wlp:Yk:false
 fdistribution of ^ over _gfuse [ wep:S:true ^ wlp:S:false  false ]g
pcX = i ^ pcY = k ) wep:Xi:true ^ wlp:Yk:false
So, an appropriate base for  is a statement Yk that may block. Furthermore, when pcX = i ^ pcY = k
holds, statement Xi is terminating and statement Yk is blocking
3.
3.3. Guard strengthening
In [DM06], we have forbidden the strengthening of guards as this may endanger progress. It turns out that
this restriction may be weakened, in particular to introduce a way to reduce the amount of non-determinacy.
Misra [Mis90] presents a technique for guard strengthening in a way that preserves safety and progress.
However, the conditions imposed on the strengthening are much more stringent than what we allow, making
the technique itself much more complicated.
Lemma 5 (Guard strengthening). For any guard evaluation statement (B ! j1: 8 C ! j2: ), guard B
may be replaced by B0 without endangering the safety and leads-to properties of the program whenever
[ B0 ) B ] and [ B0 _ C  B _ C ].
Proof. Maintenance of safety is known from [FvG99]; what remains is to show maintenance of progress.
Using Theorem 1 (Immediate Progress Preservation), it is sucient to show that all instances of immediate
progress are maintained. In turn, this is guaranteed if for any statement S and predicate Q, both wlp:S:Q
(for the unless4 condition) and wep:S:Q become weaker.
3 This technique corresponds to the stable termination techniques in [DM06] via stability of wep:Xi:true^pcY = k^wlp:Yk:false
under component Y .
4 Notice that this guarantees that all unless conditions are maintained.
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To prove this, we only need to consider the single statement S that is aected by the guard strengthening.
Using the denition of wlp, expression wlp:S:Q only becomes weaker as the guards are strengthened (i.e.,
[ B0 ) B ]). Similarly, expression wep:S:Q also becomes weaker as the guards are strengthened (i.e., [ B0 )
B ]) and the disjunction remains equal (i.e., [ B0 _ C  B _ C ]).
3.4. A summary of our derivation technique regarding progress
The main progress property we are interested in is individual progress. The introduction of synchronization in
the form of blocking statements introduces proof obligations for progressing past these statements. Depending
on whether or not we are able to assert stability of the guard of this blocking statement, progress is proved
in one of two ways.
 For a guard that is stable under the other components, the proofs are simplied by using the Lemma 2
(stable termination). Then, induction is applied to the derived condition with the well-founded order
corresponding to the reverse execution order of the other components. Using Lemma 3 (ordering), any
statement that establishes the stable condition may be chosen as a suitable base for induction.
 For a guard that is not necessarily stable, progress is proved by directly using induction. Using our
techniques in Section 3.2, suitable bases are statements that are not guaranteed to terminate.
Once a suitable base is found, case analysis on the program counters of the other components is per-
formed. Due to Lemma 3 (ordering), statements that cannot block and are guaranteed to terminate at a
smaller control point may immediately be discharged. For statements that may block, we use the single-step
progress lemma which usually introduces new requirements on the program. The derivation then continues
by introducing statements and annotation so that the new requirements are satised.
4. Mutual exclusion and the safe sluice
In this section we present a derivation of the safe sluice algorithm, which serves as a common start to our
derivations of Dekker's algorithm in Sections 4.3 and 5. The safe sluice is a simple algorithm which guarantees
mutual exclusion, but lacks the progress properties we are after. Several derivations of it are described in
[FvG99] without explicitly referring to program counters.
4.1. Specication










1: f? pcX 6= 1g
cs.Y
]
Statement cs.X denotes the critical section of component X , and it is guaranteed to terminate. Statement
ncs.X denotes the non-critical section, which is not guaranteed to terminate, and hence it should be modelled
(see [DM06]) as:





where it is explicitly decomposed into a non-terminating case nncs.X and a terminating case tncs.X . To
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improve the presentation, the (non-atomic) statement ncs.X is used as an abbreviation of this fragment.
Thereby control point 0 can refer to any of these three control points. The intended interpretation will be
clear from the context.
All variables that will be used for synchronization are fresh, and hence cs.X and tncs.X are treated as
skip statements, and nncs.X as a statement if false ! skip . The queried assertion expresses the required
safety property, namely mutual exclusion of the critical sections.
4.2. Towards the safe sluice
As we are heading for a symmetric solution, we focus on component X , realising that symmetric arguments
apply to component Y . The derivation can only start by considering the sole queried assertion, viz. pcY 6= 1
at X1. Since variable pcY cannot be accessed by component X , local correctness of the assertion must be
established by introducing a guarded skip. A fresh variable rX is introduced for the guard, and rX ) pcY 6= 1
is obtained as the pre-assertion required to ensure pcY 6= 1 at Y1. This is also sucient for global correctness




2: f? rX ) pcY 6= 1g
if rX ! skip  ;






2: f? rY ) pcX 6= 1g
if rY ! skip  ;
1: fpcX 6= 1g
cs.Y
]
To address individual progress at X2, we may assert stability of the guard of X2, however, as we discov-
ered in [DM06], asserting stability at this point results in a derivation of Peterson's algorithm. In order to
experiment with non-stable guards, we do not assert stability in this work. Instead, we postpone progress
and continue in the direction of the safe sluice. Notice that by contraposition, assertion rX ) pcY 6= 1 at
X1 is equivalent to invariant [ pcX = 1 ^ pcY = 1 ) :rX ] which we use to strengthen the annotation by




2: if rX ! skip  ;






2: if rY ! skip  ;
1: fpcX 6= 1gf? :rXg
cs.Y
]
Variables rY and rX are private to components X and Y respectively, hence correctness of assertions
:rY and :rX is easily achieved through assignments rY := false and rX := false. In this way the safe sluice
would be obtained, see [FvG99]. However, it lacks the desired progress properties, and hence, we postpone
establishing (local) correctness of the queried assertions, and focus rst on the more dicult task of ensuring
progress instead.
Due to the blocking statement X2, for progress, we require that the following holds:
true  pcX 6= 2: (2)
The queried assertion :rX in component Y is likely to lead to an assignment rX := false in component Y ,
and hence guard rX of X2 will not be stable under component Y . Therefore we are unable to use Lemma 2
(stable termination) to prove (2). Instead, we are presented with two options:
1. give up on X2 as the synchronization point altogether, or
2. apply our technique for non-stable guards from Section 3.2.2.
We will explore the rst option in Section 4.3 and the second option in Section 5.
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4.3. Intermezzo: postponing synchronization
In this section, we present an attempted derivation where we give up on X2 as the synchronization statement.
To this end, we extend X2 with an alternative guard
5 that is implied by :rX . Strictly speaking, we could
start with the weakest guard (i.e., true) as the alternative, however, this complicates matters unnecessarily.
Therefore, we make the early design decision to use the strongest guard that serves the goal, namely :rX .
This design decision can also be regarded as a step towards dynamic waiting, viz., by allowing some other
statements to be executed in case guard rX still evaluates to false.
The introduction of guard :rX endangers correctness of assertion pcX 6= 1 at Y1. We restore its correctness
in the usual way, by introducing a fresh variable bX with which a new synchronization statement is introduced




2: if rX ! skip
8 :rX !
3: f? bX ) pcY 6= 1g
if bX ! skip 
 ;






2: if rY ! skip
8 :rY !
3: f? bY ) pcX 6= 1g
if bY ! skip 
 ;
1: fpcX 6= 1gf? :rXg
cs.Y
]
Observe the similarity of this intermediate version with the rst step towards the safe sluice in Section
4. Once more we are posed with a mutual exclusion problem and it seems like the original synchronization
problem has just been postponed. Furthermore, it is not yet obvious how statement X2 has helped. This
is an intrinsic problem of deriving programs in a forward manner, i.e., where we head towards the goal, as
opposed to starting from the goal, and reasoning backwards. This is the main argument for why program
derivations should start at the goal and reason about the conditions necessary to reach it. We will stop this
derivation here as Section 5 contains a much nicer attempt in which statements are introduced with better
goal-directed motivations.
5. Dekker's algorithm using non-stable guards
In this section, we derive the core of Dekker's mutual exclusion algorithm. It serves as an illustration of our
technique for dealing with non-stable guards, and it is an example with multiple synchronization points.
5.1. Derivation
The starting point is once again the incomplete safe sluice from Section 4. This time, to prove (2), we will
apply our techniques for non-stable guards. The rst step is to apply Lemma 1 (induction) to pcY with an
order  that corresponds to the reverse execution order:
(8j: : pcY = j  pcX 6= 2 _ pcY  j) (D1)
Our technique for non-stable guards prescribes that a blocking statement of component Y be used as the
base of the induction. The blocking statement with label 0n is not a feasible candidate, because the guards
of statement Y0 are such that they do not guarantee control point 0
n to be reached. Statement Y2 is also not
useful, as :rY and :rX need to be established as preconditions to X2 and Y2 respectively, which species
5 Notice that introducing an alternative guard is not permitted according to our rules for maintaining progress proofs in [DM06],
as it essentially results in weakening the guards. However, it is allowed in this specic case, as no progress conditions have yet
been established.
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total deadlock. Instead, we introduce a new blocking statement, say at Y3, which according to our heuristics
from [DM06] (see Section 3.2.2) is placed just before Y2. For its guard we introduce a fresh variable sY .
Proof of D1. To make blocking statement Y3 with guard sY a proper base of , given that guard rX of
statement X2 is not guaranteed to be stable, we introduce an assertion :sY at X2 and an assertion rX at Y3.
Due to Lemma 3 (ordering), to prove D1, we only need to consider the other potentially blocking statements,
namely Y0n and Y2. For case Y0n , we can apply our deadlock prevention technique from Section 3.2.1 for X2
and Y0n and obtain the following requirement:
pcX = 2 ^ pcY = 0
n ) rX :
Notice that an assertion rX is unreasonable at X2, however, this condition can be met by asserting rX at
Y0. Our deadlock prevention technique can also be applied to Y2 which results in the following requirement:
pcX = 2 ^ pcY = 2 ) rY _ rX (D2)
This condition may be introduced as assertion pcY = 2 ) rY _ rX at X2 or pcX = 2 ) rY _ rX at Y2,
however, due to its symmetric nature, it is better introduced as an invariant to the program. Notice that as
there are no assignments to rX and rY yet, this invariant currently holds.
Component X :
[
0: f? rY g
ncs.X ;
3: f? rY g
if sX ! skip  ;
2: f? :sY g
if rX ! skip  ;








if sY ! skip  ;
2: f? :sXg
if rY ! skip  ;
1: fpcX 6= 1gf? :rXg
cs.Y
]
D1: (8j: : pcY = j  pcX 6= 2 _ pcY 3 j)
D2: pcX = 2 ^ pcY = 2 ) rY _ rX
Since we postpone the introduction of assignments as much as possible, we consider progress at the blocking
statement X3 next. That is, we look to prove the following:
true  pcX 6= 3 (3)
We hope to prove (3) using Lemma 2 (stable termination) which was demonstrated to be a valuable aid for
the derivations in [DM06]. As the guard sX does not directly control access to the critical section, we have
the freedom to impose more restrictions on it than on rX . After introducing the following constraint
sX is stable under component Y (D3)
the proof of condition (3) follows from
true  pcX 6= 3 _ sX :
We apply Lemma 1 (induction) to pcY with the order  that corresponds to the reverse execution order:
(8j: : pcY = j  pcX 6= 3 _ pcY  j _ sX) (D4)
Proof of D4. Regarding , it is not immediately clear which statement we should use as a base. Using
Lemma 3 (ordering) it becomes clear that an appropriate base statement should establish sX . Since assign-
ment sX := true does not currently exist, we introduce it at a new control point, say at Y4, which serves as
a base for .
As for the placement of Y4, the heuristics in [DM06] (see Section 3.2.2) suggest introducing this statement
before one of the blocking statements. However, to identify the most ideal location, we rst examine the
already existing control points in Y . Notice that each statement other than Y4 terminates at a smaller
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control point with respect to 4. Furthermore, following Lemma 3 (ordering), we only need to consider the
potentially non-terminating statements, namely Y0, Y3 and Y2.
Due to the already existing pre-assertion rY at X3, statement Y2 is guaranteed to be enabled and hence
terminate in a smaller control point. For cases Y3 and Y0n , we apply the technique for preventing deadlock
which produces the following two requirements:
pcX = 3 ^ pcY = 3 ) sX _ sY
pcX = 3 ^ pcY = 0
n ) sX
Notice that condition sX _sY implies invariant D2, as assertion :sX at Y2 is equivalent to sX ) pcY 6= 2.
To simplify the remainder of this derivation, we establish the rst condition by strengthening invariant D2
into the condition sX _ sY . The second condition is introduced as an assertion pcX = 3 ) sX at Y0.
What remains to be done is nding a location for the placement of base statement Y4. The only assertion
that is concerned with sX being true is pcX = 3 ) sX at Y0. Recalling that we implicitly assume that
the program precondition implies pcX = 0, local correctness of this assertion already holds. However, as the
assertion is at the start of the loop, it must also be established at the end of the loop. This is achieved by
placing statement sX := true (the base statement of 4) at the end of the repetition. Thus we obtain:
Component X :
[
0: f? rY gf? pcY = 3 ) sY g
ncs.X ;
3: f? rY g
if sX ! skip  ;
2: f? :sY g
if rX ! skip  ;
1: fpcY 6= 1gf? :rY g
cs.X ;




0: f? rXgf? pcX = 3 ) sXg
ncs.Y ;
3: f? rXg
if sY ! skip  ;
2: f? :sXg
if rY ! skip  ;
1: fpcX 6= 1gf? :rXg
cs.Y ;
4: sX := true
]
D1: (8j: : pcY = j  pcX 6= 2 _ pcY 3 j)
D2: ? sX _ sY
D3: sX is stable under component Y
D4: (8j: : pcY = j  pcX 6= 3 _ pcY 4 j _ sX)
For global correctness of assertion pcX = 3 ) sX at Y0, we only need to consider the statements that
establish pcX = 3. Since it is not appropriate to require a statement immediately preceding the blocking
statement X3 to establish guard sX , we will ensure that every statement that establishes pcX = 3 ensures
condition pcY 6= 0.
Since variable pcY cannot be inspected by component X , we exploit assertion rX at Y0, which ensures
that condition pcY 6= 0 follows from condition :rX . Thus, we introduce a guarded skip with guard :rX just
before X3, at control point X5. To prevent this statement from blocking, we look for an alternative case
that is implied by rX . Fortunately, as pcY 6= 1, the rst assertion at X1, holds whenever rX is true, we can
immediately turn the guarded skip into a non-blocking selection statement by including a guard evaluation
rX that terminates at X1 (see Fig. 1).
We must now reconsider D1, since base Y3 lies within a branch of Y5, i.e., we can no longer guarantee
that the base is reached.
Proof of D1, case j = 5. This case can be established by asserting :rY at X2 which ensures that the guard
evaluation of Y5 terminates at a smaller control point with respect to 3.
For local correctness of assertion :sY at X2, we must consider a condition sX ) :sY , or equivalently,
:sX _:sY . We combine it with invariant D2, which then becomes sX 6= sY . To establish this new invariant,
we require it as pre-condition, and we extend assignment sX := true into sX ; sY := true; false, which is
allowed according to constraint D3. As this establishes all assertions about sX and sY , we replace them by
a single variable v and implement variable sX as v = X . Thus, we obtain the program in Fig. 1.
This completes the derivation of the main synchronization structure. Notice that in addition to X1 and
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Component X:
[
0: f? rY gfpcY =3 ) v=Y g
ncs.X ;
5: if rX ! skip
8 :rX !
3: f? rY g
if v = X ! skip  ;
2: fv 6= Y gf?:rY g
if rX ! skip 
 ;
1: fpcY 6= 1gf?:rY g
cs.X ;




0: f? rXgfpcX =3 ) v=Xg
ncs.Y ;
5: if rY ! skip
8 :rY !
3: f? rXg
if v = Y ! skip  ;
2: fv 6= Xgf?:rXg
if rY ! skip 
 ;
1: fpcX 6= 1gf?:rXg
cs.Y ;
4: v := X
]
D1: (8j: : pcY = j  pcX 6= 2 _ pcY 3 j)
D3: v = X is stable under component Y
D4: (8j: : pcY = j  pcX 6= 3 _ pcY 4 j _ v = X)
Figure 1. The main synchronization structure
Precondition: rY ^ rX
Component X:
[
0: frY gfpcY 2f7; 3g ) v=Y g
ncs.X ;
6: rY := false ;
5: f:rY g
if rX ! skip
8 :rX !
7: rY := true ;
3: frY g
if v = X ! skip  ;
8: fv 6= Y g
rY := false ;
2: fv 6= Y gf:rY g
if rX ! skip 
 ;
1: fpcY 6= 1gf:rY g
cs.X ;






0: frXgfpcX 2f7; 3g ) v=Xg
ncs.Y ;
6: rX := false ;
5: f:rXg
if rY ! skip
8 :rY !
7: rX := true ;
3: frXg
if v = Y ! skip  ;
8: fv 6= Xg
rX := false ;
2: fv 6= Xgf:rXg
if rY ! skip 
 ;
1: fpcX 6= 1gf:rXg
cs.Y ;




Figure 2. Core variation 1
Y1 there is an additional area of mutual exclusion, namely X2 and Y2. What remains is to insert assignments
to establish the remaining queried assertions which is the subject of the next section.
5.2. Two core variations on Dekker's algorithm
As assertions about variable rY are only located in component X , their correctness can easily be established.
The only point of attention is establishing the assertion at X3 without violating the second assertion at Y0,
which requires exploiting guard :rX . Therefore we strengthen the assertion at Y0 as in Fig. 2.
Correctness of assertion rY at X0 leaves two possibilities: either by an assignment just before X4, or by
an assignment just after X4. Both choices require that program precondition rY be introduced. We see no
serious objection against any of these two options, but it is clear that the rst option would be the simplest
one and the nicest one for local correctness of the assertions at Y0. This results in the program in Fig. 2.
Nevertheless, in the remainder of this work we emphasize the other option as it leads to the known
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Precondition: rY ^ rX
Component X:
[
0: frY gfpcY 2f7; 3g ) v=Y g
ncs.X ;
6: rY := false ;
5: f:rY g
if rX ! skip
8 :rX !
7: rY := true ;
3: frY g
if v = X ! skip  ;
8: fv 6= Y g
rY := false ;
2: fv 6= Y gf:rY g
if rX ! skip 
 ;
1: fpcY 62 f1; 4ggf:rY g
cs.X ;
4: fpcY 62 f1; 4ggf:rY g
v := Y ;





0: frXgfpcX 2f7; 3g ) v=Xg
ncs.Y ;
6: rX := false ;
5: f:rXg
if rY ! skip
8 :rY !
7: rX := true ;
3: frXg
if v = Y ! skip  ;
8: fv 6= Xg
rX := false ;
2: fv 6= Xgf:rXg
if rY ! skip 
 ;
1: fpcX 62 f1; 4ggf:rXg
cs.Y ;
4: fpcX 62 f1; 4ggf:rXg
v := X ;
9: fv = XgfpcX 62 f1; 4ggf:rXg
rX := true
]
Figure 3. Core variation 2
variants of Dekker's algorithm. For local correctness of the assertions at Y0 we strengthen the annotation as
in Fig. 3.
Thus, we have obtained two new variations of Dekker's mutual exclusion algorithm for two components.
The programs in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are identical except that the order of statements X4 and X9 is swapped. The
eect of this on the annotation is quite dramatic, and strengthenings are required to maintain the existing
annotation. This underlines again that, in contrast to sequential programs, the ordering of statements plays
a signicant role in correctness of concurrent programs.
The variations we have produced are simpler and shorter than the ones presented in [Dij68, Dij82, FvG99].
This serves as a clear example of the benet of program derivation, where novel and simpler solutions can
be revealed. On top of this, the derivation process has disclosed the core inner workings of the algorithm,
which cannot easily be identied by examination of the completed solution alone.
Comparing our derivation to that in [GD05], we can clearly see the improvements that have been made
in the derivation technique. Furthermore, we reason about progress much more rigorously than in [St90],
which only considers the simple notion of total deadlock. More interestingly, our derivation has mostly been
driven by progress-based reasoning which is signicant considering the comment about Dekker's algorithm
in [FvG99, pg91]: \we would like to invite the reader to seriously try to set up an operational argument as
to why (individual) progress is guaranteed ... then we gather that long before the argument is completed,
the reader will see the light: this is like all hell let loose".
6. Four more variations on Dekker's algorithm
The term \Dekker's mutual exclusion algorithm" refers to several similar but dierent algorithms. Based on
our two core variants (Figs. 2 and 3), correctness of several other variants can easily be shown using program
transformations. The sections below describe modications to the program in Fig. 3. Two other variations
can be produced by performing identical changes to the program in Fig. 2.
6.1. Introduce an extra selection
As rX is only modied by component Y , and as :rX holds at Y7, an atomic execution of Y7;Y3;Y8 is
equivalent to a single skip statement that terminates at Y2 if v = Y evaluates to true at Y7. By introducing
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a non-deterministic selection on v = Y just before Y7, we get the following variant in which less statements
may need to be executed.




rY := false ;
if rX ! skip
8 :rX !
if v = X ! skip
8 true !
rY := true ;
if v = X ! skip  ;
rY := false
 ;
if rX ! skip 
 ;
cs.X ;






rX := false ;
if rY ! skip
8 :rY !
if v = Y ! skip
8 true !
rX := true ;
if v = Y ! skip  ;
rX := false
 ;
if rY ! skip 
 ;
cs.Y ;
v := X ;
rX := true
]
This transformation could also be performed by directly manipulating the fully-annotated program from the
previous section, but it would be more complicated. This variant is almost that of [Dij82, FvG99], where
the guards true have been strengthened into v 6= X and v 6= Y respectively. Notice that this strengthening
is allowed, as it does not aect the disjunction of the guards of the selection.
6.2. Implementation using busy waiting
Using weak fairness, a possible implementation of blocking statement if rX ! skip  is by means of busy
waiting, namely as do :rX ! skip od, see [FvG99]. Notice that this blocking statement in component X
can only be reached in state v = X , and that condition v = X is stable under component Y . Hence the skip
statement within the above repetition can be replaced by an evaluation of guard v = X . Thus we can even
implement this blocking statement recursively as the rst selection statement on rX , provided that guard
true in component X has been strengthened into v 6= X as described in Section 6.1. Thus, the following
shorter code is obtained, which conforms to the original variant from [Dij68].




rY := false ;
do :rX !
if v = X ! skip
8 v 6= X !
rY := true ;











rX := false ;
do :rY !
if v = Y ! skip
8 v 6= Y !
rX := true ;





v := X ;
rX := true
]
In contrast to the earlier transformation in Section 6.1, this transformation cannot nicely be performed by
directly manipulating the fully-annotated program. A diculty here is that proving individual progress only
proves progress past each statement, whereas in the program above, to prove progress one must also prove
that the loops terminate.
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7. Conclusions and further work
We have presented several techniques for progress-based derivations of concurrent algorithms. In particu-
lar, we have made improvements regarding the calculational and notational overhead by isolating common
calculational patterns into simple lemmas. In this way, the derivations emphasize the construction of the
algorithm instead of the calculational details. Yet, the formally justied treatment of safety and progress is
maintained.
As a case study, we have performed a derivation of Dekker's mutual exclusion algorithm. Dekker's algo-
rithm is a good choice because, although the safety argument is relatively simple, reasoning about progress
is known to be complicated. By deriving the algorithm from its specication, the key mechanisms of the
algorithm can be illustrated clearly. In contrast to the usual correctness arguments of Dekker's algorithm,
our derivation abandons informal operational reasoning.
Based on our derivation, several variations of the original algorithm in [Dij68] have been discovered,
which are summarized in the following table:
Fig. 2 Fig. 3
core new new
extra selection new [Dij82, FvG99]
busy waiting new [Dij68]
The two core algorithms, which are the simplest variants, have been derived directly from the specication,
while the other four variants are obtained from the core variants via program transformations.
Formal treatments of Dekker's algorithm are also provided in [Fra86, GD05, St90] however, our approach
is less complex, and yet provides more insight about the algorithm. An automatic discovery approach for
mutual exclusion algorithms is presented in [BDT03], however, our aims dier as we are looking for eective
techniques to construct concurrent programs, and to reason about them. An analysis of several algorithms
that are claimed to be generalizations of Dekker's algorithm is presented in [Ala03]. However, according
to [Ala03], these algorithms are not generalizations as they lack the starvation-free property of Dekker's
algorithm. In contrast, due to individual progress, all our variants satisfy starvation-freedom by construction.
So far, i.e., in this work and in [DM06], we have only considered examples with two components, while
most derivation techniques we have developed are applicable to multiple components. Hence, future work
includes the derivation of algorithms with more than two components. Thus far, we have also only con-
sidered blocking synchronization. An interesting piece of further work is to consider derivations based on
progress properties of non-blocking programs. Such properties are frequently system-wide, as opposed to
per-component, which makes it more dicult to reason about them.
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